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INDIAN PENETRATION : SUGGESTED CONDITIONS OF TITLE 

DEEDS 
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The Executive Committee of the Stamford Hill and Morningside 

District Burgesses' Association passed the following resolution some 

time ago :

"On the application of any two or more owners of ad
joining properties who hereafter shall make application to 
the Registrar of Deeds, Natal, for the insertion in or ex
punction from their respectiye titles of a restrictive con
dition or conditions common to their several properties, the 
Ci~ Council m~, .if it considers such insertion of expunc
tion desirable in the public interest, agree that the legal 
costs incurred orlto be incurred therein by the applicants 
shall be borne by the Municipali~." 

CounciliorShepstone has asked me to give my views upon its 

implications and probable effectiveness. 

Although the resolution does not mention it, I divine from 

its terms tliat it has in mind conditions restricting the right of 

alienation of the properties concerned to Europeans and vice versa, 

and so making it possible for anti-Asiatic conditions to be attached 

to the title deeds of properties otherwise not subject to them. 

Condi tions of this kind will not solve the problem of Indian 

penetration unless some machinery is devised whereby the minority of 

.'- the communi~ in any area can be compeUed to obey the wishes of the 

majori~. Non-resident owners of property who o;wn it as an investment 

with the ob j ect of selling it as soon as they can make a good enough 

profit by so doing, and resident ovmers of a like mind, will alw.ays 

wreck any scheme of this kind because (in the are~in which such a 

condi tion would be mOBt valuable) by agreeing to the incorporation 

of such a condition in their titles, they will place out of their 

reach what is perhaps the most likely part of their market. Un

happily persons who have a greater regard for their selfish in

terests than for the general good of their comnruni ty are not Ull

common. So long as there are people of this kind, who cannot be 
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coerced to fall into line with the majority, no machinery of a 

voluntary characte~ will solve the problem. 

It is for this reason, main~, that the machinery for 

the registration of conditions of this kind by Notarial Deed has 

failed. This has been available for years, and very little has 

been made of it. Expense has not been the determining factor in 

this connection, because, firstly, this machinery has not been 

made use Qf even in well-to-do quarters where expense does not 

matter very much, and secondly because amongst a large group of 

owners who share the expense, the cost to each is not very great. 

I do not think that the added factor of enabling the 

Municipality to meet the costs involved would materially alter 

the position, and lam not hopeful that action along the lines 

~ gested by the resolution would achieve very much towards a 

solution of the problem. 

In any event, apart from the merits of the question, I 

do not think that it is within thE:! realm of practical politics 

at the present time. The Municipality doeS not possess the power 

to iDcur expenditure along the lines suggested and could get such 

power only by means of an Ordinance from the Provincial Council. 

If such an Ordinance were passed by the Provinci«l Council (and 

II\V experience of that body gives me doubt on that score) it would 

require the assent of the Governor-General-in-Gouncil before it 

would become law. That means that it would require the assent of 

the Union Government. I cannot believe for a moment that it would 

receive such assent while the Government itself is invextigatiug 

the problem as it is doing. This was made very clear to me at an 

interview with the Minister of the Interior at which I was present 

some time ago. 

I am sorry that my criticism of the resolution has been 

wholly destructive in character. That is inevitable in the cir

cumstances. But, if the Burgesses' Association wishes to assist 

towards the solution of the problem, it could do so by marshalling 
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all its forces for the presentation of a strong case to the 

Judicial Commission which will Shor~ be sitting. I believe ·r
that a very great deal will depend upon the terms of the re

port which the Commission will ultimately present. 
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LEGAL ASSISTANT. 
5rd June, 1940. 


